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Figure S1. Differential activation analysis using the conventional univariate approach 
reveals A regions with significantly greater imagery-related activity, relative to 
perceptual activity, and conversely, B regions that were more activate for perception, 
relative to imagery. All activation maps are corrected for multiple comparisons 
(PFDR<0.05), and shaded brain areas were beyond the functional data acquisition field of 
view within at least one subject, and therefore not included in the group analyses. 
Abbreviations – CcS: Calcarine sulcus; Cu: cuneus; FG: fusiform gyrus; IFG: inferior 
frontal gyrus; IOG: inferior occipital gyrus; LiG: lingual gyrus; PrG: Precentral Gyrus; 
STG/HG: superior temporal gyrus/Heschl’s gyrus. 



 
 

Figure S2. Contrast between MVPA results for imagery and perception without 
correction for multiple comparisons. There were trends toward greater classification 
performance during imagery, relative to perception, in superior temporal gyrus/Heschl’s 
gyrus (STG/HG) and in superior occipital gyrus (SOG). There were no apparent trends 
for the reverse contrast, perceptual classification greater than imagery. Shading indicates 
brain areas that were beyond the functional data acquisition field of view within at least 
one subject, and therefore not included in the group analyses. For reference, anterior 
lateral occipital complex (aLOC), posterior lateral occipital complex (pLOC) and 
calcarine sulcus (CcS) are superimposed in black. 



 
 

 
Figure S3. Principal MVPA results without correction for multiple comparisons. Percent 
correct classifications are shown for A imagery, B perception, and C the cross-
generalization from perception to visual imagery, thresholded at P<0.01. Shading 
indicates brain areas that were beyond the functional data acquisition field of view within 
at least one subject, and therefore not included in the group analyses. Abbreviations - 
aI/fO: anterior insula/frontal operculum; aLOC: anterior lateral occipital gyrus; CcS: 
calcarine sulcus; FG: fusiform gyrus; IOG: inferior occipital gyrus; LiG: lingual gyrus; 
MOG: middle occipital gyrus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; pLOC: posterior lateral 
occipital gyrus; STG/HG: superior temporal gyrus/Heschl’s gyrus. 
 


